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A city holds its breath.

A terrorist planted a bomb somewhere under Los Angeles--just before he was frozen alive!

To locate the bomb and stop the blast, supercop Sean Archer must literally trade faces with his archenemy,
using sophisticated laser surgery to fool his fellow cops, his own wife, even the terrorist's brother.

The trick works--too well. For when the ice breaks, the hunter becomes the hunted, and Archer finds himself
fleeing a nationwide manhunt, spearheaded by the master criminal who has taken over Archer's face,
Archer's family--and Archer's police powers!

The clock is ticking down as legendary action filmmaker John Woo (Broken Arrow) presents superstars John
Travolta and Nicolas Cage in the action thriller of the summer of '97.
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From reader reviews:

Joseph Jackson:

The book untitled Face/Off is the reserve that recommended to you you just read. You can see the quality of
the publication content that will be shown to a person. The language that creator use to explained their way
of doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book,
to ensure the information that they share to you is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of
Face/Off from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Dennis Stclair:

The e-book with title Face/Off posesses a lot of information that you can understand it. You can get a lot of
profit after read this book. This kind of book exist new expertise the information that exist in this reserve
represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to learn how the improvement of the
world. This specific book will bring you inside new era of the the positive effect. You can read the e-book
with your smart phone, so you can read this anywhere you want.

Richard Kitterman:

This Face/Off is great book for you because the content and that is full of information for you who else
always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This book reveal it info accurately using
great plan word or we can claim no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read the item hurriedly you can
have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but difficult core
information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Face/Off in your hand like keeping the world in
your arm, details in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no book that offer you world in ten or fifteen
small right but this book already do that. So , it is good reading book. Heya Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you
still doubt this?

Charline Bynum:

Many people spending their period by playing outside having friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by reading through a book.
Ugh, do you consider reading a book can really hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It alright
you can have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Smartphone. Like Face/Off which is finding
the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's notice.
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